the War can at once follow Stanley Spencer's great paintings  Vision and at the Memorial Chapel, Burghclere, near Newbury; the conviction difficult idiom does not trouble them, It was in Stanley Spencer's studio in the Vale of Health at Hampstead, high up in the little green-tiled public house, the Vale Hotel, overlooking the pond there, that I saw, with my younger son, Michael, the first designs for these wall paintings; a studio without furniture, save a table and a couple of Windsor chairs, barely large enough for the big canvas of the Resurrection which took up one whole side. The table was pushed up against it, on which were tea and breakfast things, with white marmalade jars which seemed to lead up to the white tombstones of the canvas. There was a fire in a small stove, enough to take the chill from the room, scarcely sufficient to warm it. Spencer, with his slight figure, rough dark hair low over his forehead, and something gipsy-like in his small, animated face, might have been taken for a jockey rather than a painter, but for the innocent gaiety of his speech and manner, He was always ready to talk about painting, his own and other people's, and when he spoke of a painting he admired lie showed extraordinary observation and an intensely personal insight into the mind of the painter. I remember his enthusiasm over Mantegna's Martyrdom of Markus, of which he had a reproduction in his studio. To him the chief drama lay in the businesslike unconcern of the actors and spectators of the martyrdom in contrast to the cavern of beauty formed by the head of the saint bowed close above a tiny world of lovely flowers—a microcosm of the world he saw at this last moment of his life. It was characteristic of Spencer to be painting his Resurrection, one of the significant paintings of our time, over a public house, with its taproom and barmaid and loungers and cellars with their barrels of beer and port and spirits below. Ve left, both my son and I, profoundly impressed by what we had seen.
Not long afterwards Spencer called at our house, and, I being out, he spent the afternoon with my son Michael. My son showed him a number of careful studies of the nude, and 93

